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Explore the Web Site
by Ken Hertz and John Buddington

Our Section's web site (gmcmontpelier.org) is intended to tempt you to visit and revisit. The
‘Current Events’ page, previously with the dull title
‘Schedule’, now has the calendar, recent reports,
and a set of photos randomly selected from our 68year history.
Clicking on random photos leads you to the report
the photo appeared in. You can use it as a geography quiz of places you vaguely remember. And you
get instant verification of your guess.
The table of contents lets you find 810 reports
(maybe more) submitted since 1955. You can view
a preview of each report with a ‘mouse over’ gesture with your cursor.
First, a word on navigation: To return to the
homepage, click on the logo. For an overview of
the various areas, click on Help. The other entries
in the header are pull-downs; when your cursor is
over one of them, a sub-menu appears and you
click on one of the displayed options. For example,
under Events we see Current Events, Calendar,
Mailing lists, and Lead a trip; under Trips we see
Reports, Facebook page, Search trip reports, and
submit a trip report. Each page you visit can lead to
other pages. For example, Trips/Reports provides
links to recent trip reports and, at the bottom of the
page, links to older reports.
The homepage provides a link to the electronic
image of the current Trail Talk. If you find this convenient, you can "opt out" of receiving the paper
version; doing so would reduce our printing and
postage costs. The web site also contains all past
issues of Trail Talk.
We have started digitizing the Section's records,
starting with our 1955 Charter and including schedules and trip reports, and section news from the
Long Trail Guide. Our web site also has archives of
main club publications.
Key links:
▪ gmcmontpelier.org – The home page: Trail Talk
link, randomly selected photos and welcome
▪ gmcmontpelier.org/events – Current events; random photos selected
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▪ gmcmontpelier.org/reports/contents.htm – This
year’s reports with links for reports going back to
1955.

June 1, 2019, is Only
Ten Months Away
In cooperation with GMC staff, the Montpelier
Section will host the GMC’s 2019 annual meeting
on June 1, 2019. Annual meeting activities will start
Friday afternoon, May 31, and end Sunday, June 2.
A small section committee is planning for the meeting, and anticipates needing many section volunteers to assure a successful weekend. Thus, this
early alert so you can reserve time to attend and to
help. Committee members are Steve Bailey, Morgan Irons, Ken Hertz, Andrew and Reidun Nuquist,
and Phyllis Rubenstein.
Membership and communications coordinator
Kristin McLane at the GMC and the section planning committee concur that the club-wide 2019 annual meeting should be held at the Windridge Tennis Camps in Roxbury, based on its excellent facilities, reasonable cost, and relative proximity to
Montpelier. It is too early to ask you now to volunteer for the many specific tasks to be identified and
assigned for the meeting. We will ask as the tenmonth count down advances.

On July
26, 2018,
the GMC
threw a
surprise
90th birthday party
for longtime volunteer
Doris
Washburn
at Bolton
Lodge.
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NEW MEMBERS
The Montpelier Section welcomes these new
members who joined from April 1-July 31, 2018:
Karen Abel, Samuel Anderson, Carl Etnier, Jessica Ettinger, David Grass, Pat Jones, Tom Jones,
Penni Magoni, Amy Marshall, Laura Nikolaides,
Mariah Quinn, Brian Reger, William Reilly, Gary
Sheridan, and Kevin Wilkinson
We look forward to meeting you at our upcoming events.
Trail Talk/Fall, 2018

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
by Steve Bailey

For those of us who enjoy hiking in the Mt. Hunger area, there is some very good news. The
Trust for Public Land has recently purchased two
parcels of land totaling 1,865 acres. The largest
parcel, 1,756 acres, is split between the towns of
Middlesex and Worcester. It contains not only the
trail which leads to Mt Hunger and White Rock
Mountain, but also places the entire east side of
Hunger Mountain in Putnam State Forest. The
other parcel, 109 acres, is in the Stowe Hollow
area, and may in the future contain another trail to
access Stowe Pinnacle from the south. The inclusion of Burnt Mountain will also allow for a loop
trail to ascend that peak and continue over to
White Rock Mountain.
The land had been on the market for several
years, and if it had been purchased by a private
developer, houses could have been built along the
approach to Hunger Mountain. The securing of
this land is an important step in preserving this
popular hiking route for future generations. As the
Trust for Public Land points out, “The Worcester
Range is
one of the
only undeveloped
mountain
ranges in
Vermont
as it contains no
ski resorts
and isn’t
bisected
by roads. Protection of these lands will safeguard
that sense of remoteness and wildness.”
The land has been purchased, but additional
money still needs to be raised before the land can
be transferred to the State of Vermont and become part of the Putnam State Forest. The additional funds will be used for acquisition, project,
and program costs, and a management endowment for the State. The Trust for Public Land is
working with the Stowe Land Trust on raising
these funds. At this point the fund-raising is in the
private phase, where larger donors are being contacted. In the fall, the fund-raising is expected to
enter the public phase, where a wider range of
donations will be solicited. Visit their website at
tpl.org/SaveHungerMountain for more information.
The purchase of the land ends a long period of
uncertainty and is a welcome development for all
of us who love the Worcester Range. The Green
Mountain Club applauds the efforts of the Stowe
Land Trust and Trust for Public Land, and we look
forward to some new trails in the area!
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
September 1 - November 10, 2018
The rating levels of difficulty are easy, moderate, and difficult, with a few outings falling in between.
• Easy - accessible to all in good physical condition; suitable for families with children.
• Moderate - requires a degree of stamina; some previous experience is advisable.
• Difficult - challenging events for people in good physical condition; previous experience necessary.
Always bring appropri-ate gear for the event you are attending (i.e. lunch, liquids, snacks, suitable clothing,
footwear, and other items as mentioned in the Calendar of Events). Non-members are welcome on our events.
There is no charge.
Our trip leaders are volunteers who are not necessarily trained in first aid, nor does the Montpelier Section or
the GMC certify or license trip leaders. Participants should attend these events with the understanding that they
are responsible for their own preparedness and safety, and that all contribute to the well-being of the group.
The Young Adventures Club is a group to get parents and children (0-12 years old) outdoors to hike,
play, learn about nature, and make friends. Events happen on the second weekend of every month.
Please check out their website: gmcmontpelier.org/yac for details.
PLEASE CALL TRIP LEADER BEFORE BRINGING YOUR DOG.

September 1, Saturday - Bike Ride. Moretown. Moderate. Moretown to Warren. 25 mile loop using hilly,
unpaved back roads on the way to Warren, and Rte.
100 on the return. Lunch at the Warren General Store.
Helmet required. Bring water. Contact Leader: Nancy
Schulz, saddleshoes2@gmail.com for meeting time
and place.
September 4, Tuesday - Bike Ride. Orange. Difficult.
Orange to Plainfield. 20+ miles. Reservoir Rd. to East
Hill Rd. to Cameron Rd. to Plainfield. Helmet required.
Bring water. Lunch at Positive Pie. Return via Brook
Rd. and Reservoir Rd. Leave at 10:00 A.M. at the Orange Recreation Area just up Reservoir Rd. from Rte.
302. Must Contact Leader: George Plumb, 883-2313
or plumb.george@gmail.com
September 8, Saturday - Paddle. Hyde Park. Moderate. Green River Reservoir. Canoe or Kayak and possible swim. Must have your own boat and PFD. Bring
water, lunch, and snacks. Contact Leader: Phyllis Rubenstein, 793-6313 or Phyllis@PhyllisRubensteinLaw.
comcastbiz.net meeting time and place.
September 11, Tuesday - Bike Ride. West Danville.
Moderate. 16+/- miles. West Danville to St. Johnsbury
on the Lamoille Valley Rail Trail. Helmet required. Bring
water. Very scenic and some of it is like riding in a tunnel. Leave at the old railroad station in West Danville
at 10:30 A.M. Lunch in St. Johnsbury. We will meet at
9:30 at the East Montpelier Park and Ride to car pool.
Must Contact Leader: George Plumb, 883-2313 or
plumb.george@gmail.com
September 12, Wednesday - Hike. North Fayston.
Difficult. 5.2 miles. Burnt Rock Mountain. From North
Fayston ascend the Hedgehog Brook Trail to the LTN
to the summit. Return by same route. Bring water and
snack. Contact Leader: Morgan Irons, 223-7044 or
morgan.irons@myfairpoint.net for meeting time/place.

September 16, Sunday - Hike. Lemington. Moderate.
5 miles. Mt. Monadnock. Enjoy fantastic views from the
summit forest tower. Bring food and liquid for a day's
hike. Contact Leader: Michael Chernick, 249-0520 or
chernick5@comcast.net for meeting time and place.
September 19, Wednesday - Hike. Elmore. Easy.
3.7 mile loop. Mt. Elmore. Up the Fire Tower Trail to
the summit and tower, descend on the Balancing Rock
and the Ridge Trails. Bring water and snack. Contact
Leader: Morgan Irons, 223-7044 or morgan.irons@
myfairpoint.net for meeting time and place.
September 19, Wednesday - Bike Ride. Northfield.
Moderate. 35+/- miles. Randolph Loop. Helmet required. Bring water and lunch. Contact Leaders: Mary
Smith, 505-0603 or Mary Garcia, 622-0585 for meeting
time and place.
September 20, Thursday - Paddle. Greensboro. Moderate. 3 hours. Caspian Lake with optional dinner stop
afterwards at Positive Pie in Hardwick. Bring water.
PFD required. Contact Leader: Nancy Schulz,
saddleshoes2@gmail.com for meeting time and place.
September 22, Saturday - Hike. Barre Town. Easy.
6 miles. Millstone Quarries. These historic quarries
contain some of the finest autumn scenery in the area.
Bring water. Contact Leaders: Steve or Heather Bailey,
802-622-4516 or stevecbailey@gmail.com for meeting
time and place.
September 23, Sunday - Hike. Warren. Moderate.
5.2 miles round trip. Mt. Abraham via the LT from Lincoln Gap. 1,600' elevation gain. Bring water. Contact
Leaders: Steve or Heather Bailey, 622-4516 or
stevecbailey@gmail.com for meeting time and place.

September 25, Tuesday - Bike Ride. Washington.
Moderate. 12+/- miles. Bring water. Helmet required.
Meet at the home of George Plumb, 305 Plumb Rd.,
Washington, at 10:00 A.M. Bike back roads, including
September 15, Saturday - Hike. Middlesex. Moderate. Class 4 roads with some neat historic sites and interMiddlesex Town Forest. Explore new trails being devel- esting views. Lunch at Dixies in Chelsea and then reoped in this scenic area. Bring water. Contact Leaders: turn home on roads, but none back-country. Must ConGeorge Longenecker or Cynthia Martin, 229-9787 or
tact Leader: George Plumb, 883-2313 or plumb.george
marlong@myfairpoint.net for meeting time and place.
@gmail.com
Trail Talk/Fall, 2018
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September 26, Wednesday - Meeting. Montpelier.
Executive Committee regular quarterly meeting. Members are welcome. 7:00 P.M. You may bring a dessert
to share. Contact: president@gmcmontpelier.org for
meeting time and place.

October 20, Saturday - Work Hike.
Duxbury. Rain Date: October 21, Sunday.
All abilities needed and are welcomed. Various distances. From the new Winooski River footbridge, work on LT south to Bamforth
Ridge Shelter. Bring lunch and water. Wear sturdy
September 27, Thursday - Paddle. Waterbury Center. boots, work clothes and gloves. Tools supplied. Meet at
Easy. 4-8 miles. Distance depends on weather and abil- MHS at 8:00 A.M. Contact Leader: Alan Paschell, 223ities of the group. Waterbury Center State Park. PFD
7044 or trails@gmcmontpelier.org
required. Bring water. Contact Leaders: Steve or
Heather Bailey, 802-622-4516 or stevecbailey@
October 22, Monday - Paddle. Chittenden. Moderate.
gmail.com for meeting time and place.
3+ hrs. on the water. Chittenden Reservoir. Bring PFD
and bag lunch. Contact Leader: Nancy Schulz,
September 29, Saturday - Hike. Duxbury. Moderate.
saddleshoes2@gmail.com for meeting and place.
7.4 miles. Moderate distance and pace. Camel's Hump.
Hike a loop from Duxbury trailhead (Dean Trail to Long October 24, Wednesday - Bike Ride. Montpelier.
Trail to Monroe Trail). May see early fall colors. Bring
Moderate. 26 miles. Bike to Waterbury via Stevens
water, lunch and snacks and wear clothes appropriate Brook Road, and return on Rte. 2. Helmet required.
for the weather. Contact Leader: Phyllis Rubenstein,
Bring water and lunch or buy in Waterbury. Contact
793-6313 or phyllis@phyllisrubensteinlaw.
Leaders: Mary Smith, 505-0603 or Mary Garcia,
comcastbiz.net for meeting time and place.
622-0585 for meeting time and place.
October 3, Wednesday - Hike. Stowe. Easy. 1.5 miles.
Easy distance with a moderate climb. New Barnes
Camp Loop on the Long Trail, Stowe. If there is interest, we may also hike the new section of the LT heading up Mt. Mansfield, or go to Sterling Pond. Meet at the
Dept. of Labor at 9:00 A.M. or 10:00 A.M. at the new LT
parking lot across from Barnes Camp. Bring water.
Contact Leader: Charlene Bohl, 802-229-9908 or
charlenebohl@comcast.net

October 27, Saturday - Hike. Underhill Center. Difficult. 6.1 mile loop. Butler Lodge. From the Stevensville
Road in Underhill Center, ascend the Butler Lodge
Trail, take the Wallace Cutoff, and descend via the LTS
(moderate) and Nebraska Notch Trail (easy). Contact
Leader: Morgan Irons, 223-7044 or morgan.irons@
myfairpoint.net for meeting time and place.

October 30, Tuesday - Bike Ride. Washington. Moderate. 10+/- miles. Circular loop around the ridge beOctober 6, Saturday - Hike. Middlesex. 11.8 mile loop. hind George’s home and return. Bring water. Helmet
Difficult ascent and descent, Moderate crossover. Hun- required. Leave at 10:00 A.M. from his home and return
ger & Worcester Mountains. Bring lunch and water.
about 12:30 P.M., where lunch will be provided as a
Spot car in Worcester, then drive to North Bear Swamp token of gratitude for going on the trips. Also hike up
Road in Middlesex, climb the Middlesex Trail to the
the ridge that we just biked around. Be sure to bring
summit of Mt. Hunger, follow the Worcester Range
long pants to help prevent tick bites. Must Call Leader:
ridgeline on the Skyline Trail to the summit of Mt.
George Plumb, 883-2313 or plumb.george@gmail.com
Worcester, and descend the Worcester Mountain Trail.
November 3, Saturday - Walk. Calais. Easy. 5+/Contact Leader: Morgan Irons, 223-7044 or morgan.
miles. Number 10 Pond to Cranberry Meadow Road
irons@myfairpoint.net for meeting time and place.
and back. See petroglyph, possibly migrating waterfowl.
October 10, Wednesday - Bike Ride. Stowe. ModerBring water, lunch and snacks. Contact Leader: Phyllis
ate. 20-25 miles. Moss Glenn Falls to Morrisville and
Rubenstein, 793-6313 or phyllis@
return on Randolph Road. Helmet required. Bring waPhyllisRubensteinLaw.comcastbiz.net for meeting time
ter. Plan to have lunch at the Bakery in Morrisville. Con- and place.
tact Leaders: Mary Smith, 505-0603 or Mary Garcia,
November 5, Monday - Hike. Plainfield. Moderate. 7+
622-0585 for meeting time and place.
miles round trip. Seyon Lodge State Park in Groton
October 13, Saturday - Work Hike.
from base of Spruce Mountain in Plainfield. Rolling terStowe. Rain Date: October 14, Sunday. All rain, wet in places. Bring bag lunch and water. Email
abilities needed and welcomed. Various
Leader: Nancy Schulz, saddleshoes2@gmail.com for
distances. LT north from Barnes Camp and meeting time and place.
Smugglers' Notch, Sterling Pond, and trail
November 7, Wednesday - Hike. Waterbury. Moderaround Sterling Pond. Bring lunch and water. Wear
sturdy boots, work clothes and gloves. Tools supplied. ate. 7+/- miles. Perry Hill network of trails in Waterbury.
Rolling terrain with steep sections and some narrow
Meet at MHS at 8:00 A.M. Contact Leader: John Budbridge crossings. Bring water and bag lunch. Email
dington, 229-0725 or trails@gmcmontpelier.org
Leader: Nancy Schulz, saddleshoes2@gmail.com for
October 17, Wednesday - Bike Ride. Northfield. Diffi- meeting time and place.
cult. 40 mile loop. Northfield to Randolph via Rte. 12A
November 10, Saturday - Walk. Stowe. Easy. 3-5
and back via Rte. 12. Lunch at casual restaurant in
miles. Enjoy a fall walk on the bike path. Plan to have
Randolph. Bring water. Helmet required. Contact Lead- lunch at McCarthy's. Contact Leaders: Mary Smith,
er: Nancy Schulz, saddleshoes2@gmail.com for meet- 505-0603 or Mary Garcia, 622-0585 for meeting time
ing time and place.
and place.
Trail Talk/Fall, 2018
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SECTION DIRECTOR’S REPORT

TRAILS & SHELTERS REPORT

by George Longenecker

As I join the GMC Board of Directors, it’s interesting to note how the club has changed in the four
decades I’ve been a member, and to reflect on
where it’s going. What was a mostly-volunteer organization with trail rights-of-way when I joined,
has become an organization that owns rights to
most of the Long Trail, has over $11,000,000 in
assets, has over 9,000 members and pays over
$1,000,000 in wages and benefits to a dedicated
staff of 13 full time employees, plus seasonal workers. Priorities as we move forward are: trails; volunteer-staff balance; finances; membership and outreach; employee retention and benefits; governance.
The LT is the main purpose of the Green Mountain Club, along with our shared portion of the Appalachian Trail and their many side trails. While the
AT/LT in the south is in pretty good shape, the LT
in the north needs work to its treadway. This will be
a top priority in the coming years. All of us who’ve
hiked the northern LT have made jokes about wading the trail. I used to say my mucky boots and legs
were Green Mountain gray after a day on the trail.
While some of that may be hyperbole, the trail certainly needs improvement in many places.
Volunteer-staff balance is critical to the success of
the GMC. Volunteers govern the club. We maintain the trail as volunteers, sometimes working
alongside staff. For example, Ilana Copel, GMC
field supervisor, came along on our May Bamforth
work day. She was great at giving guidance as we
rerouted a short stretch of trail, teaching seasoned
volunteers new techniques.
The GMC is a big operation, a major employer
and a major player in the Vermont environmental
community. All of this takes funding. Right now the
club is in the black, and investments are doing well.
As a board we need to guide fundraising efforts for
the long term, so we have enough in reserve as we
move into the club’s second century.
Membership and outreach are top priorities. Many
young people hike; not enough of them are joining
the club. The club is looking at new ways to reach
out, including interactive apps that orient hikers to
the trail and GMC.
At the same time the club needs to become a
place where people come for a career, not just to
work when they’re young, and then move on. Good
financial management will insure that the club can
pay competitive wages and benefits.
The job of a board is to govern and look to the
future. Executive Director Mike DeBonis and the
staff do a great job of running day-to-day operations. The board is there to work with them to ensure that the trail and club will be there well into the
next century. It’s a pleasure to be part of that effort.
Trail Talk/Fall, 2018

by Alan Paschell

Our section had two very successful work hikes
this spring. Even the weather cooperated. On the
Bamforth Ridge Trail, we had seventeen volunteers
who
helped
complete
the reroute of
the trail
in order
to abandon the
section
known as
the “Big
Dig”.
Thanks
to the
persistence of
Andrew
Nuquist
who coordinated
this effort
with the State and the GMC, we will no longer be
trying to haul leaves over a five-foot embankment.
Workers cleared the new section of trail, placed
stone, and brushed in the old trail so it appeared to
be natural forest. In addition, the water bars were
cleared and a crew went over Bannister Ledge to
clear several blow downs. A great effort!
In Smugglers’ Notch, the following weekend, nine
volunteers met to help the GMC complete break
throughs of various trails, completing the new reroute of the Long Trail behind Barne’s Camp and
completing a new loop hike, including the recently
constructed boardwalk that has marvelous views of
beaver activity and a dam. Some of the old routes
were brushed in to accomplish this, and the water
bars were cleared on the new loop. An additional
crew went on as far as the Slide to scout and clear
the Trail beyond the intersection of the old and new
Trails. Again, the rain held off!
Remember when you were little, spring arrived
with fresh smells, and you went out exploring the
forest, looking for rivulets that a little digging could
free into a flowing stream, when leaves and twigs
that were blocking it were cleared. You can have
that experience again! There is much satisfaction
cleaning and clearing our sections of Trail, both
spring and fall. There is a group conscientiousness
of a job well done, and a personal satisfaction the
next time you hike that trail and see the work that
you accomplished. We have the tools! Come join
the crew!
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TRIP REPORTS
May 5, 2018 - Hike. Groton State Forest by
Phyllis Rubenstein
Nine of us hiked to Peacham Bog, making a 7
mile loop rather than 5.5 miles as advertised. We
encountered lots of blow-downs on the road in the
park and
along the
trail. We
surmised
that all of
the trees
we skirted
around on
the trail
added on
an additional 1.5
miles to
the hike. This early spring hike was bug-free and
started out cooler than expected; however, the
sun came out so that most of us finished the hike
in short-sleeved shirts. We hiked the lollipop loop
in a counter-clockwise direction. Along a dirt road,
we saw toad eggs in a rope-like pattern in a vernal
pond and coltsfoot in bloom.
At one end of the bog, we saw a yellowlegs, perhaps blown inland with the storm. We saw pitcher
plants, leatherleaf, labrador tea, goldthread, foam
flower, trout lily, trillium, but nothing in bloom except a few painted trillium. In a week or two, the
bog and woods should be abloom.
May 20, 2018 – Wildflower
Hike. Groton State Forest by
George Longenecker &
Cynthia Martin
Rain let up for a fine day in
Groton State Forest, where
our group of six found sixteen
species of wildflowers. Our
finds included sarsaparilla and
jack-in-the-pulpit. It was early
for lady’s slipper, but we noticed a few budding.

Floating Bridge, along the
Ridge Rd. to Randolph Center, then down the steep Rte.
66 and back along Rte. 14,
the most scenic bicycle ride
we do.
June 16 2018 - Martin's
Pond to Peacham Bog by Phyllis Rubenstein
A breezy, sunny day, 8 of us hiked a little over 2
miles along a forest road near Martin’s Pond to
Peacham Bog. From the bog, we hiked about 3.5
miles back to our cars, part of which is on a woods
trail which paralleled acres of wetlands created by
beaver activity. Along the way, we saw foamflower, speedwell, and other forest flowers. At the bog,
we saw pitcher plants, some of which, were in
bloom, bunchberry, Labrador tea,
bog laurel, Canada mayflower,
and cotton grass.
We heard oven
birds, white
throated sparrows, roughed
grouse, and
more. One can
hike out and back
on the forest
road, or hike the loop, as we did. Either route is
easier than the hike from the Nature Center in
Groton State Park to Peacham Bog; however, it is
not marked. Still to be explored is the Nordic Trail
from Martin’s Pond to Peacham Bog. Perhaps we
will find it this winter!

July 9, 2018 - Paddle. Marshfield Dam by Phyllis Rubenstein
On July 9, 2018, in the late afternoon, 3 of us
paddled the circumference of Marshfield Dam, aka
Molly's Falls Pond, about 5 miles. It was a quintessential
summer
Steve Bailey
day, sunMay 24 2018 – YAC Hike. Little River Sawmill
ny and
Loop by Sharon Plumb
warm. We
This last-minute trip at Little River was perfect!
saw loons
We hiked along the river up to the old sawmill site, with and
then looped back on the other side for a total of
without
4+ miles. The kiddos made it a good 2/3 of the
chicks,
way, in and out of the packs as needed for rests.
kingfishers, and
May 29 2018 – Williamtown Gulf. Most Scenic
herons.
Bicycle Ride by George Plumb
We stopped for a swim and dinner on a lovely,
The ride from Williamstown Gulf to the Brookfield small beach, which also had great sitting rocks.
Trail Talk/Fall, 2018
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October on Hunger Mountain
by George Longenecker

Paddle to the LT?
by Reidun Nuquist

Five ravens hover over,
Andrew and I used to be adopters of the Long
Their calls like human voices,
Trail on Bamforth Ridge, 2.7 miles of uphill trail on
High up the schist and quartz summit.
the northern flank of Camel’s Hump. As we got
Mountain ash leaves and berries have turned red, older, we decided to give that up, and are now the
In their branches cedar waxwings have
Eaten their fill of fruit—red epaulets on their
wings,
Yellow-tipped tails and black masks—
So much color against dark stone,
Their soft, trilled whistle
A counterpoint to ravens’ low croaks,
And despite its name, there’s enough food
Or birds who thrive high on Hunger Mountain.
By the time I descend, evening is coming on,
Not so much falling as a fading of light,
In which red and yellow maple leaves
Scatter slowly to the ground in a breeze.
I leave the birds behind on their mountain,
Ravens continue to call from above;
Sky darkens as I walk out the trail.
Beneath autumn’s change,
Hunger Mountain remains almost the same,
But its darkness deepens,
And I must leave the woods,
To roosting ravens and cedar waxwings.

adopters of the new 2.3 mile section of trail along
the Winooski River.
Little did we realize how very different this
BACKPACKING RECIPES
stretch of trail would be. Flatter and easier than
by Alan Paschell
most of the LT, most definitely! Instead of worryGranola Bar
ing about working water bars and downed trees,
we now fret about tall
1/3 cup Nut Butter
1T Coconut Oil
grass and poison ivy.
2T Sweetner
1/3 cup Raisins
As the State of Ver1 1/2 teas. Cinnamon
1/4 teas. Salt
mont leases the ad1 1/3 cup Rolled Oats
1/2 cup Water
joining pastures to lo1/4 cup Brown Rice Flour 1/2 cup Shredded
cal farmers, our sec1/2 cup Ground Nuts
Coconut
tion may be the only
1/4 cup Cocoa
truly ‘agricultural’ part
First, measure out the oats and add water, then of the trail. Depending
add the nut butter, coconut oil, sweetener, cinna- on the season, LT hikmon and salt. Then add everything else and stir it ers skirt fields of Brusall. (The mix should be sticky enough to hold tosels sprouts, clucking
gether, or add a little more water.) Oil a 8x8 bak- chickens or turkeys,
ing pan and press the mix into it. Wet a wooden
and grazing cattle.
spoon and using the back, smooth the mix and
As of last year, you
particularly the edges. Bake at 350 degrees for
can now paddle to and
14 minutes. Score the “bars” when they are warm from this farmland stretch of the LT. The state has
out of the oven with the end of a metal spatula
built a convenient boat access below the parking
and then again when they are cooled to lift them lot, which is 0.8 miles north of the familiar Bamout of the pan. My recipe comes from Scout Phil- forth Ridge trailhead. Generous stone steps down
lips, caretaker at Battel Shelter, 2017, with liberal to shallow water and a small beach provide easy
changes. You can substitute just about anything
access to the Winooski River for canoeists and
if you keep the proportions consistent. Nine
kayakers.
squares are about 200 calories each.
Want to start your next LT hike with a paddle?
Trail Talk/Fall, 2018
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The Glory from Camel’s Hump

On June 15, 2018, while Jon Nuquist was summiting Camel’s Hump just after 11:00 A.M.,
the fog lifted and he was treated to a great cloud show. Mt. Mansfield in the distance.
Trail Talk/Fall, 2018
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